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Background
This Third Public Sector Performance Report for 2001 brings to the notice of Parliament matters arising from four audits of 

fi nancial management and control that, in the opinion of the Auditor General, are signifi cant and warrant attention. 

APPOINTMENT AND USE OF CONTRACT STAFF
Staffi  ng practices at agencies are generally aimed at maintaining permanent staffi  ng numbers at levels approximating 

normal work loads, supplemented by contractors to meet urgent, unexpected, project specifi c and specialist staffi  ng needs. 

However, the use of contractors does not divorce agencies from the need to comply with a range of public sector policies and 

regulations aimed at ensuring that their employment is based upon merit, equity and value for money. 

The audit reviewed the appointment and use made of fi xed-term contract staff  (contract of service) employed under the Act 

and temporary contractors (contracts for service) engaged through labour hire organisations. Four agencies known to make 

signifi cant use of fi xed-term contract staff  and/or labour hire organisations were audited.

All four audited agencies have engaged fi xed-term and temporary contractors for extended periods in contravention of 

legislation and government policy on redeployment, merit selection and equity. As a consequence, there is a higher cost to 

government and an inability to demonstrate the employment of the best available person.

MANAGEMENT OF MOBILE PHONES IN GOVERNMENT
Western Australian government agencies have embraced the use of mobile phones to expedite work practices, enhance 

customer services and provide a measure of security for public sector staff  working in sensitive or remote areas.

The audit involved assessment of contractual compliance with whole-of-government mobile phone contracts as well as 

management of mobile phones at fi ve agencies. The audit found:

a lack of reliable billing data and the consequent inability to analyse mobile phone usage and charges has made it diffi  cult 

to ensure that telecommunications carriers have delivered mobile phone services in accordance with the whole-of-

government contract.

four agencies could not demonstrate that mobile phones were allocated on the basis of need or benefi t. In some cases, 

there was an absence of controls to ensure that mobile phones were used in an appropriate manner. 

two agencies had not routinely selected the most economical mobile phone handsets and/or mobile phone plans. 

OMBUDSMAN’S STATISTICS AND COMPLAINTS AUTOMATED REGISTER PROJECT
The Offi  ce of the Parliamentary Commissioner for Administrative Investigations (Ombudsman) investigates thousands of 

written complaints each year involving allegations against the Police and railway special constables and against other State 

and local government agencies. Managing these individual complaints as well as using the information to identify systemic 

issues within an agency or more broadly, across government, is done using a computerised complaints handling system.

In September 1997, the Offi  ce commenced development of a new computerised system titled the “Ombudsman’s Statistics 

and Computerised Register” (OSCAR). However, the system did not go live until July 2000 and development has since 

continued. Cost to June 2001 is approximately $390 000.

Audit of the management of the OSCAR project found: 

The OSCAR system meets the operational requirements of the Ombudsman’s Offi  ce, though its development has been 

protracted and costly.
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The process by which staff  and contractors were engaged to develop the OSCAR system did not comply with government 

procurement and recruitment policies aimed at ensuring open and eff ective competition and demonstrable value for 

money.

Improvements can be made to the OSCAR system to provide greater assurance regarding authorised access and 

completeness and accuracy of stored data. 

THE PERTH CONVENTION AND EXHIBITION CENTRE – A Review of Aspects of the Procurement 
Process
As an economic development initiative, the Government in 1998 off ered an incentive package of $100 million, plus the 

provision of State owned land if applicable, to encourage the private sector to develop and operate a convention and 

exhibition centre. 

A government Taskforce was established to oversee the development phase, which involved Expression of Interest (EOI) and 

Request for Proposal (RFP) stages and selection of the preferred provider. In November 2000, the State entered into conditional 

agreements with a consortium headed by Multiplex to fi nance, construct and operate the Perth Convention and Exhibition 

Centre (PCEC) and a sports stadium. In June 2001, the Government announced that conditions required under the PCEC 

agreement had been met by Multiplex, however the $35 million stadium agreement had been terminated as conditions were 

not met. Construction of the PCEC is expected to commence around November 2001 and is scheduled to open in mid 2004. 

The development and associated ancillary facilities including a hotel and offi  ce space, has an estimated value of $250 million.

An audit of the project planning, the steps involved in selecting the successful consortium; and the fi nal outcomes from the 

process found:

a fi nancial evaluation of costs, benefi ts and risks, alternative options to the private sector incentive arrangements and 

the amount and form of the incentive package was not undertaken and consequently there is not a reliable basis for 

objectively demonstrating that the fi nal agreement provides optimum benefi ts to the State. 

a rigorous evaluation and selection process was followed. This process, which culminated in extensive negotiations with 

two consortia, maintained competition and resulted in a substantive assessment that the Multiplex consortium was best 

suited to deliver the project.

a number of signifi cant changes were made to the original project scope with the mandatory stadium and performance 

space facilities not eventuating as they were not commercially viable. Many of these changes could have been more 

eff ectively responded to had:

 an assessment of the commercial viability of obtaining all the facilities sought within the State’s incentive package been 

undertaken at the start of the project; and

 less prescriptive design specifi cations been used in the project brief.

 although optimum value for money cannot be objectively demonstrated, the evaluation process did assess the value of the 

State’s contribution from a range of perspectives such as the economic objectives and viability of the project.


